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Defenses to copyright infringement liability
 Fair Use (17 U.S.C. 107)
 E.g., criticism, commenting, reporting, teaching;
transformative uses
 4-part balancing test described in statute

 DMCA Safe Harbor (17 U.S.C. 512)
 Meet procedural requirements = (almost) no
copyright infringement liability
 Applies to online service providers – essentially
anyone operating a website
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To qualify for DMCA Safe Harbor
Service Provider must:
 Store materials at direction of users
 Lack actual or apparent knowledge of infringing
activity
 Lack right and ability to control infringing activity, if
receiving financial benefit directly attributable to
infringing activity (Grokster)
 Promptly take down material on notice
 Have policy to terminate repeat infringers
 Not block owners’ technical protection measures
 Designate an agent for infringement notices
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Io Group v. Veoh Networks, Inc., 586 F. Supp. 2d 1132 (N.D.
Cal. 2008)
Safe harbor works if you follow the process (and the
content owner doesn’t) – SJ for Veoh
 Frequent online copyright litigation subject—
adult video
 Service provider met DMCA safe harbor criteria - followed
DMCA procedures, acted expeditiously to remove
infringing content, terminated repeat infringers, etc.
 Owner gave no take-down notice = no knowledge of
infringement for service provider = safe harbor
 Key issue - conversion of file formats to Flash format and
other automatic processes – storage at direction of user?
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UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Veoh Networks, Inc.,
89 U.S.P.Q.2d 1449, 2008 WL 5423841 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 29, 2008)

 Various software functions that facilitate storage and user
access are within the scope of DMCA section 512(c) safe
harbor, which is available only for “storage at the direction of
a user”
 DMCA’s safe harbor provision 512(c) presupposes that the
service provider will provide access to user material
 The safe harbor provision covers:
 automatically creating Flash video copies of video files uploaded by
users (decided by Io Group);
 automatically creating copies of uploaded video files that are
comprised of smaller “chunks” of the original file;
 allowing users to access uploaded videos via streaming and via
downloading whole video files
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Lenz v. Universal Music Corp.,
572 F. Supp. 2d 1150 (N.D. Cal. 2008)
Take-Down Programs Can Turn on Owner
 Mom posted video of toddler dancing on YouTube;
seconds of Prince’s “”Let’s Go Crazy” discernable in the
background
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1KfJHFWlhQ

 Universal sent take-down notice
 Universal allegedly failed to consider in good faith
possibility of
mom’s fair use
 = potential liability for owner -- “knowing material
misrepresentation” (17 U.S.C. 512(f))

 Mom’s misrepresentation claim survives motion to dismiss
but not expected to survive SJ – subjective bad faith
required under applicable 9th Circuit law
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Perfect 10, Inc. v. CCBill LLC, 488 F.3d 1102
(9th Cir. 2007)
Perfect Implementation Not Required
 Another adult video case
 Yet another Perfect 10 case
 See also Perfect 10 v. Amazon.com, 508 F.3d 1146(9th Cir.

2007); Perfect 10 v. Visa Int’l, 494 F.3d 788 (9th Cir. 2007)

 Service Provider had adequate policy — not required
to implement it perfectly
 Owner failed to adequately specify infringing works
 Service provider not required to identify repeat
infringers — owner has that burden
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McCain and YouTube –
1. Lipstick on the pig (CBS to YouTube)
 September 11, 2008
 CBS requests that YouTube pull McCain Web ad targeting
Obama for his 'lipstick on a pig' remark.
 Ad showed clip of Obama stating: "You can put lipstick on a
pig. It's still a pig."
 McCain's campaign accused Obama of sexist reference to
Sarah Palin.
 To buttress argument, McCain campaign used footage in its
ad from CBSnews.com by Katie Couric about media
coverage of Sen. Hillary Clinton. "One of the great lessons of
that campaign is the continued and accepted role of sexism
in American life," Couric said.
 McCain spokesman Brian Rogers said the campaign thought
the Couric footage was allowable under the fair-use
exception to copyright laws.
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2. McCain to YouTube
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McCain to YouTube
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3. YouTube to McCain:
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YouTube to McCain:
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YouTube to McCain:
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4. Groups to YouTube -
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Groups to YouTube -
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Groups to YouTube -
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Practice Tips
 Safe harbor and take-down issues are relevant to
sites that host third-party content only – e.g., McCain
videos may be provided on McCain campaign and
Republican Party websites
 If hosting third party content, make certain website
qualifies for safe harbor
 If seeking take down on behalf of content owner,
provide all necessary information and consider fair
use
 How to handle political speech that infringes is
unresolved
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Epilogue - McCain and “Running on Empty”
 1977 – Jackson Browne releases Running On Empty
 Aug. 4, 2008 – Ohio Republican Party runs 2-minute web ad
on YouTube and elsewhere critical of Obama’s energy plan,
ad includes 70” portion of Jackson Browne’s Running On
Empty
 Aug. 8, 2008 – Counsel for Browne contacts ORP, which
removes commercial
 Aug 14, 2008 – Browne sues McCain and ORP for copyright
infringement, false association of endorsement (Lanham Act)
and violation of CA common law right of publicity.
 Feb. 20, 2009 - ORP’s Anti-SLAPP motion to strike state law
right of publicity claim denied, as is McCain’s motion to
remove himself as defendant based on lack of involvement
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